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The formation of social groups is a common occurrence throughout the animal kingdom. What’s 
more, cohesive groups provide a platform from which more complex behaviours such as 
cooperative breeding can evolve. Cooperative breeding is defined as more than two individuals 
helping to rear offspring. It is often found that cooperative breeding groups are made up of a male 
and a female breeder, and up to several helpers. Mostly, helpers are retained male offspring from 
previous broods, however unrelated and female helpers are also found. Additionally, breeding 
groups can undertake one of several breeding systems. Breeding systems can vary by the number of 
individuals that gain access to reproduction; and the combinations of helpers which can be related 
or unrelated as well as male or female.    

 The southern ant-eating chat is a bird found throughout southern Africa. They are considered to be 
a facultative cooperative breeder. This means that they can reproduce successfully in a pair or as a 
group. The aim of this study was to identify the breeding dynamics of ten chat breeding groups. The 
following questions were addressed: Which group members gain access to reproduction; are the 
group members closely related and is helping behaviour biased towards one sex. 

From the ten breeding attempts nine had at least one helper, while one attempt was successful as a 
pair. This confirmed that chats were indeed facultative cooperative breeders. It was found that 
helpers at the nest were predominantly male. Furthermore, the majority of groups had only one 
male and one female breeder. However, one group did have two fathers, which suggests that there is 
more than one breeding system in the population. Interestingly, only one of the fathers was found to 
provide help at the nest; while the other father was a helper at a neighbouring nest. In some bird 
species, females actively seek out extra copulations with males of a higher quality. The intention is 
therefore that the corresponding qualities will be inherited by the offspring.  

A test of relatedness showed that groups were made up of closely related individuals. In addition it 
was confirmed that seven from sixteen helpers were in-fact retained offspring from previous broods. 
There are a number of benefits suggested to explain why offspring would remain with their parents, 
and ultimately delay reproduction. For example, retained offspring can benefit from preferential 
access to food resource; and increased vigilance to predators. What’s more there are often a number 
of constraints to independent reproduction, such as the lack of available territory and mates. Under 
these conditions offspring can be seen to be making the best of a bad job. 

The results here infer that southern ant-eating chats conform to what is most commonly found in 
cooperative breeders. The majority of the helpers at the nest were closely related and male. The 
identification of more than one father at a nest, suggests a complex breeding system within the 
population. However, to understand how important this is in the population, a more extensive study 
is required.  
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